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The main result established here is that if G is a locally ﬁnite group that has all
subgroups subnormal and is residually nilpotent then G is nilpotent.  2001 Academic
Press
Let G be a locally ﬁnite group with all subgroups subnormal. If G is
residually ﬁnite then it is nilpotent—this was established in [10]. An exam-
ple constructed in [9] shows that the hypothesis of local ﬁniteness cannot
be removed here, while the well-known examples due to Heineken and
Mohamed [1] are p-groups G, with no nontrivial ﬁnite images, that have
all subgroups subnormal but trivial center, with G/G′ isomorphic to Cp∞
and G′ the nilpotent residual of G. Here we present an improvement on
the main result of [10], in that we prove the following.
Theorem 1. Let G be a locally ﬁnite group with all subgroups subnormal.
If G is residually nilpotent then it is nilpotent.
Corollary. Let G be a locally ﬁnite group with all subgroups subnormal.
Then the lower central series of G terminates after ﬁnitely many steps.
Now if G is an arbitrary locally ﬁnite group with all subgroups subnormal
then G is locally nilpotent and therefore the direct product of its primary
components. Suppose that each p-component of G is nilpotent; then a
routine argument (see, for example, [2, Proposition 6.2.8]), using the result
of Roseblade [8] that a group in which every subgroup is subnormal of
defect at most d is nilpotent of d-bounded class, now establishes that G is
nilpotent. Thus in proving Theorem 1 we may restrict our attention to the
case where G is a p-group for some prime p.
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On the way to proving Theorem 1 we shall be appealing to several results
established by Mo¨hres [3–5], as well as imitating some of his proofs. In
addition, we shall require a few elementary results that we present here
as lemmas. These are preceded by an easy proposition that, in conjunction
with Theorem 1, yields the other of our main results, namely Theorem 2.
We recall that a Baer group is one in which every cyclic (and hence every
ﬁnitely generated) subgroup is subnormal.
Proposition. Let p be a prime and let G be a p-group that is also a Baer
group. Let A be a normal nilpotent subgroup of G and write B = ⋂∞i=1Ap
i
.
If G/B is nilpotent then so is G.
Proof. Suppose ﬁrst that A is Abelian and let g ∈ G. Then Ag is
nilpotent, since G is a Baer group, and by Lemma 2.2 of [11] there is a
positive integer k such that g centralizes Ap
k
. This implies that B g =
1 and hence that B is central in G, and the result follows in this case.
In general, we have G/BA′ nilpotent and hence, by the above, G/A′ is
nilpotent. This in turn implies that G is nilpotent [6, Theorem 2.27], and
the proposition is proved.
Now let G and A be as in the proposition and suppose only that G/A′Ap
is nilpotent. Then A cG ≤ A′Ap for some positive integer c, and it fol-
lows easily that, for each positive integer i, Api cG ≤ A′Api+1 and hence
that G/D is residually nilpotent, where D = ⋂∞i=1A′Ap
i
. By Theorem 1
and the proposition, we therefore have G/A′ nilpotent, and Theorem 2.27
of [6] gives G nilpotent. Thus we have the following result.
Theorem 2. Let p be a prime and let G be a p-group with all subgroups
subnormal. Suppose that G has a normal nilpotent subgroup A such that
G/A′Ap in nilpotent. Then G is nilpotent.
The ﬁrst of our lemmas is perhaps worth considering in the context of
the Heineken–Mohamed examples referred to above—those groups are
Abelian-by-divisible but non-nilpotent, while the following result rules out
this possibility in the residually nilpotent case.
Lemma 1. Let G be a residually nilpotent p-group that has every subgroup
subnormal and suppose that G has a normal nilpotent subgroup K such that
G/K is ﬁnite or divisible Abelian. Then G is nilpotent.
Proof. If G/K is ﬁnite then G = KF for some ﬁnite subgroup F , and
since F is both nilpotent and subnormal it follows in this case that G is
nilpotent (see [2, Proposition 3.3.12]). So we may assume that G/K is divis-
ible Abelian. Let A = ZK and let Ni  i ∈  be a descending series of
normal subgroups of G with
⋂
Ni = 1G′ = N1, and each G/Ni nilpo-
tent. Setting L = ⋂∞i=1NiA, we have L ≤ K since G/K is Abelian, and
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LK ≤ ⋂∞i=1NiAK ≤
⋂∞
i=1Ni = 1, so G/A is residually nilpotent. By
induction on the nilpotency class of K we may assume that G/A is nilpo-
tent. For each positive integer i let Ai = a ∈ A  api = 1. If AG = 1
then of course G is nilpotent, so let us assume the contrary. Then we may
choose a positive integer i such that AiG is nontrivial, and by resid-
ual nilpotency we have Ai > AiG > AiGG = B, say. Choosing
a ∈ Ai\AiG and denoting by θ the map from G to AiG/B given
by gθ = a gB for all g ∈ G, we see that θ is a homomorphism whose
kernel contains K and whose image is therefore divisible and hence trivial.
This gives a contradiction that establishes the lemma.
Lemma 2. Let M be a nilpotent p-group and let A be a normal Abelian
subgroup of M that has ﬁnite exponent. Then AMpk = 1 for some nonneg-
ative integer k.
Proof. Since M is nilpotent there is a least positive integer t such that
A tM = 1. If t = 1 then the result is clear. Writing B = A t−1M, we
may assume by induction that AMpj  ≤ B for some j ≥ 0. If N = Mpj
then we have ANN = 1. Suppose that A has exponent pr and let
a ∈ A x ∈ N . Then a xpr  = a xpr = 1 and so ANpr  = 1. The result
follows.
Our ﬁnal prerequisite is a particularly easy one.
Lemma 3. Let G be a p-group and suppose that G = G0F for some
central subgroup G0 and ﬁnite subgroup F . Then there is subgroup G1 of G0
such that G1 is a direct product of cycles, G0/G1 is ﬁnite-by-divisible, and
G1 ∩ F = 1.
Proof. Let B be a basic subgroup of G0; then B is a direct product of
cycles and G0/B is divisible (see [7, Sect. 4.3]). Since F is ﬁnite there is a
subgroup G1 of ﬁnite index in B with G1 ∩ F = 1, and since G1 is also a
direct product of cycles the lemma is proved.
Proof of Theorem 1. By our earlier remarks we may assume that G is a
p-group. Assume for a contradiction that G is not nilpotent. By [5] G is sol-
uble, and we may assume by induction that G′ is nilpotent. If Z denotes the
center of G′ then, as in the proof of Lemma 1, G/Z is residually nilpotent.
By a further induction we may thus assume that G/Z is nilpotent. Thus
there exists a normal nilpotent subgroup N of G with G/N Abelian, and
a G-invariant subgroup A of the center of N such that G/A is nilpotent.
By Lemma 2 of [3] there is a non-nilpotent subgroup K of G, a positive
integer n, and a ﬁnite subgroup F of K such that every non-nilpotent sub-
group of K that contains F has defect at most n in K. Let K1/K ∩N be a
basic subgroup of K/K ∩N; then K1F/K ∩N is a direct product of cycles
and K/K1F is divisible, and so by Lemma 1 (and suitable relabeling) we
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may assume that G/N is a direct product of cycles. By Theorem 12 of [3]
G/N has inﬁnite exponent. Let X = CGA/Ap. Certainly N ≤ X, and we
distinguish two cases.
(i) X is nilpotent—here we may argue as above to reduce to the
case where G/X is a direct product of cycles.
(ii) X is not nilpotent—here we may assume that X = G, though we
no longer necessarily have (nor require) the existence of the subgroup F
and integer n introduced above.
We proceed to establish a contradiction in each case.
(i) Suppose that for every ﬁnite subgroup U containing F we have U
of defect at most n in G; then A nU ≤ U for all such U . Let bars denote
factor groups modulo AX. Since G′ centralizes A we see that A nU is
a ﬁnite normal subgroup of G and therefore contained in the hypercenter Y
of G, and since A nG is generated by all such A nU we have A nG ≤Y and hence G/Y nilpotent (since G/A is nilpotent). This implies that G
is hypercentral and hence, by Theorem 2.7 of [4], nilpotent. It follows that
G/X ′ is nilpotent, and hence that G is nilpotent [6, Theorem 2.27]. By this
contradiction there is a ﬁnite subgroup U of G with F ≤ U and U of defect
greater than n. Thus we may choose an element v of G nU\U .
For each nonnegative integer i, let Ci = g ∈ G  gpi ∈ X. Then
each Ci is nilpotent-by-(ﬁnite exponent) and therefore nilpotent, by the
main result of [3]. Since G/X is a direct product of cycles but is not of
ﬁnite exponent, each factor Ci+1/Ci is inﬁnite. Choose a positive integer
r such that U ≤ Cr and consider the nilpotent group Cr+1—we see that
the hypotheses of Theorem 6 of [3] are satisﬁed and hence (in particular)
that there is an element cr+1 of Cr+1\Cr such that v ∈ U cr+1. Repeating
this argument with Cr+2 Cr+3    in place of Cr+1 we obtain a subgroup
H = U cr+1 cr+2     where cr+i ∈ Cr+i/Cr+i−1 for each i ≥ 1 and v ∈ H.
If H is nilpotent then, since H is also subnormal, we have HX nilpotent [2,
Proposition 3.3.12] and hence HX/Ap nilpotent. By Lemma 2, therefore,
HXpk centralizes A/Ap, for some positive integer k. From the deﬁnition
of X we deduce that Hp
k ≤ X, and this contradicts the choice of the ele-
ments cr+i. Thus H is not nilpotent and, since it contains F , the subnormal
defect of H in G is at most n. But now we have v ∈ G nU ≤ G nH ≤ H,
a contradiction that dispenses with case (i).
(ii) Here we have AG ≤ Ap and hence ApiG ≤ Api+1 for each
positive integer i, and since G/A is nilpotent we deduce that G/Ap
i
is
nilpotent and hence that G/Np
i
is nilpotent, for all i. Let B = ⋂∞i=1N ′Np
i
.
If G/B is nilpotent then so is G/N ′, by the proposition, and we obtain
the contradiction that G is nilpotent [6, Theorem 2.27]. Certainly G/B
is residually nilpotent and so, factoring if necessary, we may assume that
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B = 1 and hence that N is Abelian. Writing Ni = Npi for each i we have
G/Ni nilpotent for each i and
⋂∞
i=1Ni = 1. We shall construct a residually
ﬁnite subgroup of G that is not nilpotent, and this will yield a contradiction.
Suppose that we have a ﬁnite subgroup F of G and a positive integer
i such that F ∩Ni = 1. Let G0 be an F-invariant non-nilpotent subgroup
of G that contains Ni; then there is an F-invariant subgroup J of ﬁnite
index in G0 such that J ∩ F ≤ N , since G/N is a direct product of cycles.
By Lemma 2 we have N Jpk ≤ Ni for some positive integer k and, writ-
ing K = Jpk , we see that KFK ≤ N and NK ≤ Ni, and it follows
easily that KFKpi ≤ Ni. Setting L = Kpi , we note from Lemma 1 that
J is not nilpotent and then from Theorem 12 of [3] that L is not nilpo-
tent, since J/L has ﬁnite exponent. We now apply Lemma 3 to the group
NiLF/Ni to obtain a subgroup M/Ni of NiL/Ni with NiL/M ﬁnite-by-
divisible, M/Ni a direct product of cycles, and M ∩ F ≤ Ni ∩ F = 1. Cer-
tainly M is F-invariant, since MF ≤ NiL F ≤ Ni ≤ M . Furthermore,
M is non-nilpotent, by (two applications of) Lemma 1, and we may choose
a ﬁnite subgroup E of M such that the nilpotency class of E is greater than
that of F . Now choose an integer j greater than i such that EF ∩Nj = 1
and note that M is EF-invariant and contains Nj .
The above argument suggests the inductive step in our construction.
Choose a ﬁnite subgroup F1 of G with nilpotency class c1 ≥ 1 and choose i1
such that Ni1 ∩ F1 = 1. By the above, with G0 = G, there is non-nilpotent
subgroup G1 of G0 and a ﬁnite subgroup F2 of G1 with class c2 > c1, such
that G1 ∩ F1 = 1 and F1G1 ≤ Ni1 ≤ G1, so that G1 is F1-invariant. Fur-
thermore, G1 may be chosen so that G1/Ni1 is a direct product of cycles.
Write U1 = F1, U2 = F1 F2 and choose i2 > i1 such that U2 ∩ Ni2 = 1.
We proceed as above to obtain a non-nilpotent subgroup G2 of G1 with
G2 ∩ U2 = 1 and U2G2 ≤ Ni2 ≤ G2—note that G2 is U2-invariant. In
this manner we construct a descending chain G = G0 > G1 > G2 > · · ·
of non-nilpotent subgroups of G and a sequence F1 F2    of ﬁnite sub-
groups of increasing nilpotency class such that, for each i ≥ 1 Fi ≤ Gi−1Gi
is Ui-invariant, and Gi ∩Ui = 1, where Ui = F1     Fi.
Write H = F1 F2    , which is clearly non-nilpotent , and let h be a
nontrivial element of H. Then h ∈ Uj for some j and so h ∈ Gj , since
Gj ∩Uj = 1. However, Fi ≤ Gj for all i > j and so Gj ∩H has ﬁnite index
in H (note that it is normal in H since Uj normalizes Gj). This shows that
H is residually ﬁnite, and from [10] we obtain the contradiction that H is
nilpotent. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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